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TREFACE

Ihis guide book is intended to glve you brief information concerning the intemational

onference on Asia Creative Writing Confe,rence (ACWC) 20l4"The Role of Local Wisdon

in Shuping ldentity" held on 2l'22 March 2014

in this simple book you can find the conference agenda which consists of its full agend4

panel session agend6, and paratlel session agenda All audiences, including thepresenters' are

recommended to check out the agenda to make sure of where to join the sessions.

Following the agenda, you can find the list of abstracts of the papers presented in the

conference we have arranged in line with the order of presentation. In addition, to help you

with the detaits of the conference venue, we also provide you with the map of the venue.

It is hopefutly expected that you fnd it useful. May God bless us.

Snrabaya, 2l-22 March 2014

The committee
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This article describes the implementation of Indonesian loca
wisdom in Politeknik Perkapalan Negeri surabaya (ppNS) students
plays script writing. ppNs is a shipbuilding ,o""tior"f institutior
that 

'annot 
be separated from tndonesian Maritime History

Therefore Indonesian maritime history which has rich local wisdon
was chosen to be explored in students' plays script writing. Tht
writer believed that the theme of Indonesian maritime history-coulc
motivate students to develop- their writing skill and simultaneousll
incrpased their knowledge and interest on lbcal culture.

To write the plays, students were asked to do literary study
on Indonesian Maritime History. After discussing the local wisdom in
the story, they started exploring it in the prays-writing. Their prays
text were evaluated in the form of portfolio to know 

-the 
studlnti'

progress I writing. Finally the written text of those plays were
performed in front of the class in which students, skills on speaking
would also be examined.

Abstruct

Key Word: localwisdom, plsys, muitime history, porfolio

Experiencing end Researching@

Hon is Hermmsy ah S etiajid
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with new eyes has oentral role to play in the act of creating texL It
addition it also increase students' awareness of alternative 'ra1's of
studying, and to explore their ability in expressing their idea rn

different cultural context. The context-description of studetrs'

works refer to knowledge of appropriate subject matter in which it
promotes the value of local wisdom. It will then be assessed with
holistic rubrics which all criteria are evaluated at the same time to

see the progress of the learners.

Key words: end-product tasks, achievement test, holistic rubrics.

cross-cultural

Exploring Tulungagung's BeautY:
Inspiring People to Create Documentary Script

,i#:,K{i{:{rl,v;;r
ratihkorpriani@ gmail. com

Abstract
Paciwistu stands for Paguyuban Cinta Wisata Tultmgagwg' It is

the name of group who explore the natural beauty of Tulungagpg'
The members of this group usually visit beaches, mountains and

other beautiful places in Tulungagung. Some places are located in

rural area which only few people know about. Therefore Paciq'isnr

is founded to explore the hidden beauty of Tulungagung's heritage'

To support this objective the documentary' script is needed and rt

will be useful for the advertising and make Tulungagug's heritage

known worldwide. Unfortunately, only few people \+-:tnt to rneke a

kind of **iting documentary as a result of their i-isir- Th
documentary of their visit is mostly in the form of photogrdpk
which is uploaded in Facebook Group. The photograpb, actuab,
can be rnud. * an inspiration to write and produce more prestip
documentary script. As an ethnographic research, this present paper

starts with the description of beautiful places in Tulungagung'

Some reasons of why the member never put the documentary on

writing are also discussed. The next point is how to make the result

of exploration as a documentary script. It is hoped that this present

pupei can inspire and motivate people, particularly people in

Tuluragagung, io create writing. Moreover, the writing can also

bring 
-be-nefrts 

for Tulungagung itself. Indirectly it will expose the

heritage of Tulungagung which only few people know.

Keywords: P aciw is tu, Tulmgagung's b eauty, creative wr iting

Incorporating Local Wisdom in Folklores into English Short

Stories in University Classroom Writing: Why and How?

Abstract
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Incorporating Local wisdom in Folklores into English short stories in

University Classroom Writing: Why and How?

Wisma Yunita
English Stu'- D-^---* rr-:.-^-'i+-' ^rDo--lr"l

s---uJ&fr. f'h'9
o 7D0{'^*iEL, B\o0{Ahstract flSias B r E r.[

Learuinga language means learning its culture. Local wisdom as a part

is an irnportant ana inseparable aspect of a language of a community' The local

wisdom is usually inherited from generation to generation mostly by a word of
rnouth. It is in stoiies, proverbs, songs, and riddles rvhich is known as folklores. In a

country such as Indonesia, a big archipelago country there a lot of folklores to be

used in English language teaching. In this country, where English has a status as a

foreign laignge,thi culture of the English speaking countries has been learnt for a

long-perioJoflime by the English language learners. Exposing a lot by the culture

of t[ose inner circle iountries, it is now the time for the practitioner, especially the

English teachers at universities, to move further and incorporate the local wisdom tn

tblflores into English short stories in university classroom writing. The process of
incorporating the local wisdom in folklores into the English short storie-s will
stimulate the students' creativity in writing. In this paper, the writer will discuss

about the reasons why the English teachers in Indonesia especially at universities

should incorporate the local wisdom in folklores into English short stories in

classroom r,wrting and provide the practical steps on how to incorporate the local

wisdom in folklores into the English short stones.

Keywords: Iiolklores, local wisd.om, short stories andwriting.

1 Introduction

Writing is one of the four skills in English language learning which is considered

to be difficult to learn including in a country such as Indonesia. In Indonesia, in

which English has a status as a foreign langtage, English is learnt in Junior High

school until university level. At university, such as University of Bengkulu, writing

is given in stages starting from Writing I,II, [I, tV and end up in Academic Writing

(English Study Program: 2013).In learning those writing courses, the students are

exposed mostly to the culture of the target language. It is very rarc7y that they are

exposed to tlie culture of the students' language. Meanwhile, if they learn the

language by using materials or the topic they are familiar to and in the immediate

environment of the students, the involvement of the students will be higher

(Pattiwael: 2005) which will end up in lessen their difficulties in mastering the

language especially the writing skill, One of the materials they are familiar with is

the Indonesian folklores which have local wisdom in them. The local wisdom in



these folklores can be incorporated into short stories written by the students in the

writing classroom at university. The process of incorporating the local wisdom in

folklores into the English short stories will stimulate the students' creativity in

writing, In addition, it can also instii the wisdom of the Indonesia people into the

students' head since the task of education is also creating a "complete man", one

who has multifaceted skills - intellectual, social, emotional and attitudinal, moral

and spiritual (Satsangee, Saxena andPaul: 2010)

2 Local Wisdom in Folklores

Local wisdom as a part of a culture is an important and inseparable aspect of a

language of a community. The local wisdom is usually inherited from generation to

generation mostly by a word of mouth. It is in stories, proverbs, songs, and riddles

which is known as folklores. Padmanugraha (2010) define local wisdom as the

knowledge that is discovered by local people through the accumulation of

experiences in trials and integrated with the understanding of surrounding nature and

culture. In addition, Meliono (2011) proposes local wisdom as a form of expression

of an ethnic in a country e.g. Indonesia, out of which, the people do their activities

and behave accordingly adjusted to the idea, and at last, their actions generated

certain works. Local wisdom is a way to solve environmental problems in society in

their own way which called by modern people as negotiation or exchange thought

(Machmud: 2013).In further, Padmanugraha (2010) mentiones that local wisdom

can be beneflcial to the people if it is integrated with the understanding of

surrounding naturg and culture, flexible to the global situation, effective in providing

income, reducing cost/expenses, production of efficacy and improve quality of 1ife,

and simple but elaborative and comprehensive'

This local wisdom is adhered in folklores. Folklores can be stories, proverbs,

songs, and riddles. Folklore is something that is regarded as the capital of presence

on the basis of desire for local contact with others (Widiyanto and Kustantinah:

2013)and can display the values in society (Semi: 1993). In folklores, the principles

of morality, ethics and religious values are inferred. In addition, Dundes in Carthy

(1984) mentions that folklores includes forms from major to minor such as epics,

myths, legends, fairytales, fables, proverbs, riddles, songs, jokes, insults, and toasts

to nursery rhymes.

In further, Machmud (2013) mentions that folklore forms contained in a

community can be story prose folk (myth, legends, and fairy tales), the expression of

2



the people (adage, byword and maxim), poetry of the people, songs of the people,

theatre people, motion cues (squint eyes of love), tool reminder (send betel mean to

woo) and musical instrument (clappers, gongs, drum, etc.). Those folklores function

as the system of projection, amplifier custom and as an educational tool @oscon in

Nurudin as cited by Machmud (2013).

Aside from those definitions of folklore, it also has functions in a community

where it is exist. Adams in Carthy (1984) discusses function of folklores as

validation, integration or maintaining conformity control, compensation and

education. The first function to validate means when there is doubted pattem or

when accepted practice in the community is violated. Folklores can validates certain

aspects of culture and justifies its rituals and institutions. As an example is the story

of lkan Larangan in West Sumatera. Ths local community obey the rules for not

catching and eating the fish except on the determined date, the ten days of

Muharram month in Islamic calendar. The local people believe that when the fish is

caught and eaten, the person's stomach will become bigger and end in death. This

stories is told and being believed from generation to generation. The second function

of folklores is to maintain conformity or control which means folklores can be used

to express social approval of those who conform. Adams in Carthy (1984) named

this function as integration in which telling stories can be the ice breaker media for a

person to be accepted in a group. The third function of folklores is as compensation

for something lacking in reality, and by telling a tale may serve as an ego building

device for the teller. Someone who can tell stories will be considered more

knowledgeable. The last function of folklores is to educate which mean folklores

can carry along and teach the history of a people as well as its cultural norms

diligence, respect, perseverance, etc. To educate seem the most dominant function of

folklores since many stories or legend and myth in every region of a country has

moral values or life lesson. Some examples of this function are the legend af Malin

Kundang from West Sumatera rvhich has a moral value to not be a rebellious son or

disrespect of a mother.

Those functions of folklores proposed by Adam in Carthy (1984) seem relevant

to the condition in Indonesia. Indonesia is an archipelago country with 17.508

islands spreads in equator between two continents; Asia and Australia (Tama: 2012).

It has varieties of ethnics, beliefs, customs and traditions. Each local area has its

own policy, custom, tradition wisdom and folklore. One part of the folklores called

stories. Some stories are written nowadays, but years ago some of them are only

3



preserved orally from generation to generation. Some popular examples of the

stories are Mudin Karok frorn Madura (Rukmi et.al in Mujizah, 2013), Pak Banjir

from Central Java (Suwignio in Mujizah, 2Ol3), Pak Belalang from Rrau (Jusuf

et.al, in Mujizah, 2013), Singarewa from Kalimantan (Danandjaja, in Mujizah,

2013), Malin Kundangfrom west sumatera, Putri serindang Bulan from Bengkulu

and Jaka Tarub from Java. Those stories have the 10cal wisdoms and moral values

which can be taken as a lesson in life. The local wisdoms and moral values can also

be brought into a classroom teaching and learning especially in writing classroom at

a university level.

I Why Incorporating the Local Wisdom in Folklores into Classroom Writing

Learning alangulage means learning its culture. Both language atd culture are

inseparable. Brown in Richards and Renandya (2002) suggest that whenever

teaching a language, the teacher also need to teach the complex system of cultural

customs, values, and ways of thinking, feeling and acting. In further, Brown (2007)

againtells that culture is really an integral part of interaction between language and

thought. It can be inferred that language practitioners especially the teachers cannot

ignore the strong ties between the two in their process of teaching and leaming.

In relation to the culture in the context of leaming English as a foreign language,

the culture to be leamt is not merely the culture of the English speaking countries. A

teacher can also bring the local culture or the leamer's culture especially in the

process of learning the productive skills; speaking and witing. Since the culture of

the English speaking countries cannot be left alone, English language teachers can

use materials related to these countries more dominant$ in the process of leaming

the receptive skills; reading and listening rather than in the process of learning the

productive skill; speakrng and wnting. This is in line wilh Sukarno (2012) mentions

that teaching English as a foreign language is about both English cultures - rnostly

for receptive skills and local cultures - rnostly for productive skills in discussing

English language elements.

In further, Sukarno also clarifies that cultures adopted and adapted from English

speaking countries can be meaningful input texts for receptive skills. For productive

skills, the materials can be explored and elaborated from students' cultures so that

moral values, living values, and local wisdoms can be discovered and identified for

charucter building. A teacher who teaches English by utilizing the material from the

students' culture wi1l be more appreciated by the students if sheftre is able to clarify



to the students that in learning English language they may not leaving their own

culture behind. The teacher needs to also clari$ to the students that learning English

does not mean merely leaming about the English cultures. The teacher needs to

instill to the students' minds that their culture is also a precious one. Davis in

Sukarno (2012) stating that students' daily lives, cultures, environments, hopes and

fears, and needs must be involved in what is happening around them in the class

during the teaching and learning process.

Incorporating the local custom, traditions, values and wisdom into the teaching

and learning process in a classroom surely has purposes since the culture of the

English speaking countries has been learnt for a long period of time by the English

language learners. There are several puqposes of incoqporating the local wisdom

especially the local wisdom in folklores into a classroom; (1) to add hrowledge on

the wisdom existing in students' own culture, (2) to preserve the local culture, (3) to

enhance students' motivation to leam, (a) to stimulate students' creativity in

learning, (5) to support the character-based education.

First, to add knowledge on the wisdom existing in students' own culture means

exposing the students more to their own culture. Nowadays, it can be seen that

students do not know much about the stories and legends in their own areas. If they

do not know the stories, they will not be able to know tho wisdom in the stories and

legends. Some probably hear the title of the story but when they are asked to tell the

story, they cannot do it. By incorporatirgthem in teaching and learning process, it

willbe able to add their knowledge more on their own culture'

Second, to preserve the local culture means to facilitate the inheritance of the

culture from generation to generation. Nowadays, not many parents still do the

storyteiling before their children go to bed. If they did, usually they will tell the

story about Cinderella or Snow White. By incorporating them in teaching and

learning process, at least the activity will help the students to understand the values

and wisdom of their own culture. They will know more about the stories from their

very own country.

Third, to enhance students' motivation to learn means by using the stories from

their own culture or region, they will have more motivation to learn. A teacher can

enhance the students' motivation, if the teacher plans the lesson well and is wise in

choosing the stories. For example, the teacher assigns the students to find out a

person in their own environment to tell the stories or the legends and record them by



using media such as the mobile phones they have' This activity will be more

challenging and will motivate them more to do their best.

Fourth, to stimulate students' creativity in learning means using students'

abundant energy to be creative and utilize the students' curiosities. The teacher can

do these by asking the students to write stories they have record as in the previous

example. The activity can be done in group or individually and in or out of the

classroom.

The last, to support character building or character-based education means

helping the students to have better attitude toward other people. Instilling good

morality such as being honest, telling truths and being respectful to others can be

done by teachers through utilizing stories and legends of the local culture. Schools

and higher education institutions and the members are responsible for character

building as the function of education is to develop abilities and characters and nation

civilization as stated in Act No. 20 Year 2003 about National Education, Article 3

Sukamo (2012).

From the explanation above, it can be summarized that in learning English as a

foreign language - in Indonesia, the students and the teachers need to understand the

needs of appraising their own culture and start to learn the language by

incorporating their own culture in the teaching and learning process. Indonesia has

variety of traditions, customs, literature, and wisdoms. Each of its regions has its

own unique tradition and (local) wisdoms which can be abundant sources for the

teaching and learning English. One way to understand those traditions and wisdoms

is through incorporating local wisdom in folklores into classroom writing'

4 How to Incorporate the Local Wisdom in Folklores into Classroom Writing

Writing is an activity of transferring ideas in one's head into a paper by typing or

writing them by hands. Writing plays a major role in the academic life of students

whether they are in the elementary, secondary or tertiary level of their education. At

the tertiary level of education such as at university of Bengkulu, writing is given in

grades: Writing I, II, III, IV and Academic Writing @nglish Study Program: 2013)'

In Writing III, one of the aims of the course is the students know and are able to

write texts based on its various genres (narrative, descriptive, exposition, recount,

etc) which are taught in junior and senior high school level. In order to achieve such

goals espe cially in writing narrative text, the teacher can utilize folklores such as

6



stories, legends and myths which contain local wisdorn in the students'

environments into the classroom witing. Incorporating the local wisdom in

folklores into the classroom writing can be done by using the following steps named

SCREWS. SCREWS is an acronym which stands for Search, Choose, Read,

Evaluate, Write and Share,

The flrst step is Search. In this step, the teacher asks the students to search for a

story from their own regions. The story should be in their flrst language or

Indonesian and in English version. Since the students at university can come from

various regions, there will many stories can be collected. They teacher can suggest

the students to get the story from campus or local public library or from internet'

A'lternatively, the teacher can search the stories herself and bring them to the

classroom as the teaching materials. Either way wrll have its own benefit'

The second step is Choose. In this step, the teacher and the students work

together to form a group of 2 or 3 students to work with and decide what stories to

be learnt. In this step, it is suggested to approve a story which is quite familiar to the

students. For instance, a legend from West Sumatera entitled Malin Kundang ot

Tangkuban Perahu from West Java or a story that is completely new to most

students in the class.

The third step is Read. In this step, in which students have been in their best

group with the stories they have chosen together and approved by the teacher, will

read the story. The students read it individually in their groups. In addition, the

teacher can also display the chosen story in LCD projector in front ofthe class.

The fourth step is Evaluate. In this step, the students work in group and see the

story in deeper in terms of the elements of the story (the characters, the setting, the

plot, the moral values and the life lesson) and identitr the language features' They

identi$z each of the stories, the English and Indonesian version.

The fifth step is Write. In this step, the students are given another story in

Indonesian version and then are asked to write the story in English. They do the

writing in grgup of 2 or 3 students. In this step, the teacher can prepare a simple

hand out to outline the story. The outline consists of title, point of view, setting,

characters, plot and the wisdom or the moral values of the story.

The last step is Share. In this step, the students share their story to other groups

in the class. After that, each of the groups is given a writing rubric (see appendix)

and asked to check the story the group have got and give the score based on the

writing rubric given. This step can also be called share and evaluate. It is practicing



the peer- correction in the class. It is also practicing to be honest and fair in

evaluating other works.

Those steps of incorporating the local wisdom in folktales into short stories can

also be done in other level of writing class by considering the level of the students in

English. If the students are in elementary level in English, the teachers are suggested

to create sirnple activities and use shorter stories. In addition, the teacher can also

maximizing the students activities incorporating the local wisdom in folklores into

short stories by assign students to record popular stories told by elderly people in

their regions and then bring them to the classroom and do the writing activities as in

the above steps except the first step.

5. Conclusion

Learning a langtage means learning its culture. Language and culture are

two inseparable entities. In leaming English as a foreign language, as in Indonesian

context, the learners are exposed dominantly by the culture of the English speaking

countries. In fact, the practice is not merely supposed to be in such way because the

langwge practitioners especially teachers should also consider incorporating the

culture of the learners into the classroom. One way to do so, the teacher can

incorporating the local wisdom in folklores into classroom writing especially at the

English study program at university level. At University of Bengkulu, as an

institution producing the future English teachers, the practice can be done in Writing

III course in which one of the aims is to make the students know and are able to

write texts based on its various genres (narrative, descriptive, exposition, recount,

etc) which are taught in junior and senior high school level. The proposed step to

incorporate the local wisdom in folklores into classroorn writing is named SCREWS

which stands for Search, Choose, Read, Evaluate, Write and Share. This step can be

practiced in a lower level of education and before doing so, the teachers are

suggested to create simple activities and use shorter stories.
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Appendix l: Writing Ruhric

Writing ftubric

Student Suore:

0rganization Eontent lhowledge Eramman/ spelling

3

The folktale is very rvell-

organized. Ihe beginning

grabs attention, the middle

buildsthe story with details,

and the ending is strong.

The student has clearly

modeled their writing on a

iype of folktale and

demnnstrated a ronsiderable

knowledge nf folklore,

The $udsrrt has used cnrrect

grammar and spelling.

2

The folktale is organized. lt

has a heginning, middlu. and end.

Ihe student has rnodeled

their writing nn a type nf

folktale and has

demonstrated knowledge of

fnlklore.

The student has made l-5

mistakes in grammar and

spelling.

Ihe fnlktale !s somewhat

nrganized. lt is missing either a

heginning or and ending.

The student has rnodeled

snme aspects nf theirwriting

on a type of fulklnre. Ihey

have demonstrated snme

knowledge of folklnre.

The student has made 5-lI
mistakes in grammar and

spelling.

I

The folktale is nnt lrganized.

It does nrt have a beginning lr
an ending.

Ihe student has nrt modeled

their writing on a type of

falklore and/r has not

demonstrated knowledge of

folklnre.

The student has made mure

than lI mistakes in grammar

and spelling,

Modified from Elenco Literature (2[[7)

Eomments:
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